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ABSTRACT. Sequences of multiple modifying adjectives are subject to poorly understood 
lexical ordering restrictions. There are certain commonalities to these restrictions across 
languages, as well as  substantive language variation.  Ordering restrictions in Spanish are still 
under empirical debate, with some proposing strict notionally-based ordering for direct 
modifier adjectives; others proposing broad ordering restrictions based on the contrast between 
intersective and non-intersective adjectives, and yet others raising the possibility that adjectival 
order is fully unrestricted.  The goal of the present study is to examine corpus evidence for 
adjectival sequences. We look at both sequences of two postnominal adjectives (Noun 
+Adjective + Adjective, NAA sequences) as well as sequences of one prenominal, and one 
postnominal adjective (Adjective + Noun +Adjective, ANA sequences). The results from the 
NAA datasets clearly categorically confirm that relational adjectives are structurally closer to 
the noun. There is some evidence for an ordering bias along the line of the intersectivity 
hypothesis, but little else in term of hard evidence for restrictions. Additional ordering 
constraints appear once we incorporate the ANA datasets into the empirical picture. One 
interpretation is that these restrictions can be subsumed under an approach where evaluative 
adjectives have to occupy the prenominal restriction.  In sum, the evidence is most compatible 
with a middle ground approach, where a limited set of ordering restrictions applies to broad, 
entailment-based categories. The evidence does not seem to support a fully articulated set of 
ordering restrictions. 
 
Keywords.  Adjectives, Spanish,  Adjectival order, lexical classes of adjectives, Adjectival 
sequences, intersectivity 
 
RESUMEN. Hay restricciones léxicas que gobiernan las secuencias de ordenamiento de 
múltiples adjetivos modificadores, que no se han estudiado bien. Estas restricciones son 
similares entre lenguas en ciertos aspectos, pero también hay mucha variación entre las 
lenguas. Las restricciones de ordenamiento en español siguen siendo tema de debate empírico: 
algunos proponen que el ordenamiento de adjetivos modificadores directos es estricto, mientras 
que otros postulan amplias restricciones basadas sobre el contraste entre adjetivos intersectivos 
y no intersectivos. Otros autores van más allá, sugiriendo que el orden adjetival esta libre de 
restricciones. El objetivo de este estudio es examinar evidencia para secuencias adjetivales en 
datos de corpus. Analizamos  secuencias de dos adjetivos posnominales (Nombre + Adjetivo 
+ Adjetivo, secuencias NAA) así como secuencias de un adjetivo prenominal y otro 
posnominal (Adjetivo + Nombre + Adjetivo, secuencias, ANA). Los resultados de los datos 
NAA revelan que los relacionales son los adjetivos estructuralmente más cercanos al 
sustantivo. Otras restricciones en estos datos son pocas: aunque la evidencia sugiere tendencias 
de ordenamiento de acuerdo a la hipótesis de intersectividad. En cambio, al tomar los datos 
ANA en consideración, se añaden restricciones adicionales. Sin embargo, estos resultados 
pueden incorporarse dentro de un enfoque donde los adjetivos evaluativos preceden al 
sustantivo. En resumen, la evidencia es más compatible con el enfoque intermedio, donde el 
ordenamiento está basado en clasificaciones lógicas de los tipos de adjetivos. Los datos no 
parecen apoyar la perspectiva con restricciones de ordenamiento completamente articuladas. 
  
Palabras clave. Adjetivos, español, orden adjetival,  clases léxicas de adjetivos, múltiples 
adjetivos,  intersectividad 
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1. Introduction 
Sequences of multiple modifying adjectives are subject to poorly understood 

restrictions. The unmarked ordering of NP-internal adjectives is affected by prosodic, 
morphological, lexical, and semantic factors. Some patterns seem to hold 
crosslinguistically, while others have been proposed to be language-specific. How 
universal are these ordering hierarchies? One leading proposal (Cinque 2010) holds that 
attested orders reflect an underlying syntactic cartography within the structure of noun 
phrases, which in some languages is expressed as a mirror image pattern, resulting from 
cyclic (roll up) movement. Cinque (2010) characterizes the contrast between Germanic and 
Romance languages in these terms. We illustrate by comparing Spanish and English. 
English has near categorical use of a prenominal position for adjectives, whereas the 
primary position for Spanish adjectives is postnominal.  This is true of other Romance 
languages, but the postnominal order is especially dominant in the case of Spanish (Scarano 
2005; Rizzi et al. 2013)1.  The contrast between (1) and (2) illustrates the mirror image 
pattern. 

 
(1) Faded blue jeans   (physical property >color) 
 
(2) Pantalones azules desteñidos  (color > physical property) 
 

Nonetheless, there is no consensus in the literature as to whether a Cinque-style strict 
hierarchy applies in Spanish. Authors such as Demonte (1999) describes a smaller subset 
of ordering restrictions. Sánchez (1996, 2017) goes a step further by proposing that, in 
Spanish, adjectives are not directly merged inside the nominal projection, but introduced 
as modifiers inside covert predicate structures (as predicates phrases or reduced relatives; 
see also Fábregas 2017). A consequence of this mode of derivation is greater flexibility in 
word order. As these claims rely primarily on intuitional data, our study aims to empirically 
evaluate the status of adjective ordering restrictions. We first provide an overview of the 
typological literature, then consider the literature on Spanish in more detail. We then 
present a corpus study of sequences of noun-adjective-adjective (NAA) and adjective-
noun-adjective (ANA). We extracted about 6800 tokens of these sequences from the 2012 
Google Ngram Corpus and the Genre/Historical section of the Corpus del Español. Our 
data shows evidence for a small set of categorical restrictions alongside a set of ordering 
trends. 

 
2.  A typological review of ordering restrictions 
 

Restrictions on the relative order of the various semantic classes in adjective sequences 
(henceforth, Adjective Ordering Restrictions or AORs) seem to recur in multiple 
languages. However, there is sufficient variation so as to preclude simplistic 
generalizations. Description is further complicated by the fact that informationally marked 
orders also exist, where under certain contexts and with certain prosody, otherwise marked 
orders are allowed by speakers  (-You want this one? [passes the interlocutor a big red ball 

 
1 Still, crosslinguistic comparisons of Romance adjectival order tend to leave aside many lexical factors. For 
example, evaluative adjectives are increasingly restricted to postnominal position in French compared to 
Spanish (Androutsopoulou 2008).  
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from a set of blue and red balls only two of which- one of each color- are big] -No, Give 
me the BLUE big ball).  

AORs have been traditionally defined in terms of notionally or lexically-based 
typologies. These typologies vary in terms of their degree of articulation and may be 
language specific or universal. For instance, Dixon (1982) claims that there are seven 
semantic classes of adjectives in English, which form the hierarchy in (3), presumably 
under conditions of normal stress and intonation: 

 
(3) Dixon (1982) AOR:  Value > Dimension > Physical Property > Speed > Human 

Propensity > Age > Colour > N  
 

Various hierarchies have been proposed across languages, which differ in the degree of 
refinement, but reflect similar generalizations, (4)-(5).  
 
(4) Sproat & Shih (1991) AOR: Quality > Size > Shape > Color > Provenance > N 
 
(5) Scott (2002) AOR: det > ordinal number > cardinal number > subject comment > 

?evidential > size > length > height > speed > ?depth > width > weight > 
temperature > ?wetness > age > shape > color > nationality/origin > material > 
compound element > NP (question marks indicate partial evidence for ordering) 
 

 Sproat and Shih (1991) argue that (4) is universal in terms of head-proximity, on the 
basis of data from Dutch, Greek, Kannada and Mokilese. Scott (2002) uses examples from 
a variety of languages and language families including Finnish, Swedish, German, English, 
Welsh, Serbo-Croatian, Ibibio, and Malayalam to justify the fine-grained differentiation in 
his hierarchy.   
 Parallel to this expansion in AOR hierarchies, the literature show attempts to identify a 
unified underlying semantic source for AORs. Martin (1969) and Posner (1986) argue that 
gradability is one such factor, where less gradable adjectives appear closer to the noun 
compared to more gradable adjectives. Such efforts to explain AORs via more fundamental 
properties (Alexiadou et al. 2007) reflect the desire to eliminate notional classes in the 
interest of independent justification (McNally 2016; Truswell 2009). Still other semantic 
accounts are motivated by a need to explain AORs outside the syntax. A traditional 
approach to adjective modification such as Sproat & Shih’s (1991) assumes adjectives are 
adjuncts recursively modifying NP. As adjuncts are freely ordered, they argue that AORs 
have a cognitive-semantic basis. They claim that adjectival categories can be classed into: 
  

a) Absolute properties (i.e. colour, shape) posed to be more inherently related to the 
noun; and 
 

b) Relative properties (i.e. quality, size), which are thought to be less related to the 
noun. 

 
According to these authors, the absolute/relative distinction predicts where rigid ordering 
should be expected: adjectives of the same level of absoluteness can generally be reordered, 
while adjectives with different levels of absoluteness have inflexible orders. They argue 
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that these classes also account for the restriction observed in other languages such as 
Mandarin, which appears to preclude the cooccurrence of multiple adjectives of the same 
type (Paul 2005). Many alternate cognitive-semantic proposals for AORs have been 
invoked. An earlier observation suggested that adjective order could be determined via 
Affective Load (Richards 1977) which is based on the “Polyanna Hypothesis” (Boucher & 
Osgood,1969). Speakers seem to prefer adjectives with positive connotations to be placed 
further away from the noun, relative to adjectives with negative connotations. This predicts 
that powerful dangerous medication is preferred over dangerous powerful medication. 
More recent studies have operationalized the absolute-relative distinction in terms of 
subjectivity with less subjective adjectives occurring closer to the noun (cf. Scontras et al., 
2017). Subjectivity is understood in terms of consistency of judgements; because 
judgements about blueness are likely to be more consistent than judgements of bigness, 
blue occurs closet to the noun in a phrase such as the big blue box. In an intuitional study 
of English, Scontras’ et al. (2017) find that degree of subjectivity accounts for a great deal 
of the variance in speaker preferences for adjective ordering.  
 These approaches contrast with syntactic accounts of AORs, which argue that semantics 
alone cannot explain the clear limit on the number of non-coordinated adjectival phrases 
within the DP (since interpretability should be the only limiting factor). The most 
prominent syntactic analysis of AORs comes from cartographic approaches (cf. Cinque 
1994; 2010; Scott 2002), which hold that adjectives are merged in the specifiers of unique 
functional projections (FPs) between D and N. FPs are said to be driven by semantics, 
however few attempts have been made to link the proposed FPs with independently 
motivated projections within the DP (but see Svenonious 2008). Still, Cinque (2010) argues 
that the cross-linguistic distribution of adjective orders supports this account. His claims is 
that the only adjective orders that can be generated cross-linguistically are (6a, c, d): 
 
(6) a.   Size > Color > Nationality > N (English, Chinese,...) 
 b. *Nationality > Color > Size > N (Unattested) 

c. N > Size > Color > Nationality (Welsh, Irish,... 
d. N > Nationality > Color > Size (Indonesian, Yoruba,... Spanish?)) 

 
Cinque’s typological classes do not fit the ordering proposed in Sproat & Shih’s (1991), 
since in (6c) the relative property, size, is closer to the head noun than the absolute property, 
color. However, the possibility remains that (6c) could be derived via movement. 
 Other factors play a role in AORs, beyond  syntax and semantics. Posner (1986) argues 
for the importance of morphology. By his account, phrases such as woolen white hat are 
preferred over white woolen hat as woolen is less noun-like compared to white due to the 
adjective suffix -en. Word frequency and length may have an additional effect on ordering 
preferences. Bock (1982) and Lapata et al. (1999) claim that higher frequency adjectives 
precede lower frequency adjectives. The ordering is hypothesized to be driven by the 
resting activation of words, where high frequency words have higher resting activation and 
thus, appear earlier. Word-length on the other hand affects AOR inversely in that shorter 
words are thought to precede longer words. Phonotactic preferences are also argued to play 
a role in adjectival ordering. Venneman (1988) and Schülter (2003) claim is that preference 
will be given to utterances with better syllable structure. Similarly, Cooper-Kulhen (1986), 
Gries & Wulff (2013) have observed that a similar preference holds for the ordering which 
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provides the ideal stress pattern. For English, the ideal syllable structure involves 
consonant-vowel alternation and the ideal stress pattern is stressed-unstressed alternations. 
As such, a segment alternation constraint would yield a preference for utterances such as 
lovely bright eyes over bright lovely eyes as the latter leads to a consonant cluster at the 
morpheme boundary between bright and lovely as well as a vowel cluster at the boundary 
of lovely and eyes while the former follows a strict consonant-vowel alternation. A different 
constraint, rhythmic alternation yields a preference for utterances such as Chinese 
traditional band over traditional Chinese band, as the former follows the stressed-
unstressed alternation while the latter has a cluster of three consecutive unstressed 
syllables. No study so far integrates lexical semantic factors with phonetic and frequency 
factors. 
 In sum, despite clear crosslinguistic evidence for trends in AORs, variation is also 
present. Word order seems to be free when adjectives (a) are realized as separate 
phonological units (i.e. with comma intonation), or (b) represent indirect modifiers, i.e. 
modifiers outside the scope of DP and/or those that are visibly derived from a relative 
clause (see Sproat & Shih 1991 for a detailed account of the direct-indirect modifier 
distinction).  
 
3.  The case of Spanish 
 
One way of accounting for variation in terms of AORs is to state that languages differ in 
terms of the inventory of modification strategies they employ. English has been described 
as a language with strict AORs that can only be broken via comma intonation. Mandarin 
Chinese also has strict AORs, but this can be broken via the RC de- (Sproat & Shih 1991). 
For still other languages, the degree to which AORs hold is up for debate. This is the case 
for Spanish, where little empirical data is available to assess variation. 

Cinque (2010) proposes an analysis for Italian, which he claims holds for Romance 
languages more generally. In this analysis, hierarchical order corresponds to the linear 
order of the DP Germanic languages.  Adjectives that obey AORs (henceforth direct 
modification adjectives) are merged in the specifiers of dedicated FPs (i.e.,  value > size > 
shape > colour> nationality > relational), whereas unordered adjectives originating from a 
relative clause source (henceforth indirect modification adjectives) are merged higher. 
Cinque (2010) argues that the ordering of postnominal adjectives in Romance is the mirror 
image of prenominal adjectives in Germanic. This is true for both direct modification 
adjectives and sequences of direct and indirect modification adjectives. The default order 
of the Romance DP is derived via roll-up movement of the N past (at least) lower direct 
modification adjectives such as relational and nationality adjectives. Movement is optional 
above higher direct modification adjectives (i.e. color, shape, size, value). However, when 
such movement occurs, it is also of the roll-up type illustrated in (7a). Movements to derive 
the mirror image order of direct modification adjectives are followed by movement of the 
noun plus all direct modification adjectives to a position above indirect modification 
adjectives (7b). 
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(7)  
a. b. 

 
 

This analysis has been criticized on two points. First, the observation that Spanish only 
allows for a reduced number of possible prenominal adjectives (Demonte 1999a, b) and 
second, the relatively free order of adjectives observed in Spanish, both prenominal and 
postnominal (Sanchez 1996, 2018; Demonte 1999a, b). 

Demonte (1999a) distinguishes adverbial adjectives (posible ‘possible’, falso ‘fake’, 
frecuente ‘frequent’), qualitative adjectives (delgado ‘thin’, divertida ‘fun’), and relational 
adjectives (presidencial ‘presidential’, cardíaco ‘cardiac’). Qualitative adjectives assign a 
property to the extension of the N or one of its sub-elements. Adverbial adjectives do not 
attribute a property to a N, but rather indicate the manner in which a concept or intension 
of the noun applies to a specific referent (in formal semantic terms they map properties to 
properties).  Finally, relational adjectives are denominal; they denote a relation between 
the entity denoted by the noun and the entity denoted by the nominal root of the adjective. 
Demonte (1999b) further subdivides the class of adverbial adjectives that modify deverbal 
nouns into: modal epistemic (posible ‘possible’, presumible ‘probable’), intensional 
(completo ‘complete’, simple ‘simple’, único ‘unique’, falso, ‘false’), and circumstantial 
(antiguo ‘old’, frecuente, ‘frequent’). Generally, only a single adjective can appear in 
prenominal position. In the limited instances where multiple adjectives occur before the 
noun, relatively free order obtains: modal epistemic and intensional adjectives are freely 
ordered with respect to qualitative adjectives (8) and amongst themselves (9). Moreover, 
despite a tendency to place modal epistemic adjectives higher than intensional (10a) and 
circumstancial adjectives (10b), clear counterexamples exist (11).   Please note that in 
various  examples glosses are given with the adjective-adjective sequence ordered in the 
linear order of the Spanish case under discussion, rather than with the order in which they 
would be grammatical in English. Consequently, all ungrammaticality marks reflect the 
intuitions about ordering of the Spanish phrase. In what follows, we put linear glossing of 
adjectival sequences in small caps to alert the reader. 

�;`sS
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�;`uS
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�;`wS
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(8) a.  El presunto delgado asesino / el delgado presunto asesino 

‘The ALLEGED THIN assassin/the THIN ALLEGED assassin’ 
 b. Mi única divertida colega / mi divertida única colega   

‘My ONLY AMUSING colleague/my AMUSING ONLY colleague’ 
 
(9) La supuesta falsa declaración / la falsa supuesta declaración  

‘The SUPPOSED FALSE declaration/the FALSE SUPPOSED declaration’ 
 
(10) a. El probable completo /*completo probable fracaso 

‘The PROBABLE COMPLETE failure/*COMPLETE PROBABLE failure’ 
 b. Los supuestos frecuentes viajes / ??los frecuentes supuestos viajes de Luis 

‘The SUPPOSED FREQUENT travels / ??FREQUENT SUPPOSED travels of Luis’ 
 

(11) El futuro posible rey 
‘The FUTURE POSSIBLE king’ 
 

For postnominal adjectives, Demonte (1999a) offers some clear, simple formulations: 
 
The first observation pertains to intersective adjectives, defined as those where the 
denotation of the complex NP is the intersection of the set of entities that are A (e.g., color, 
shape) with the set that are N. Intersective adjectives can be merged in any order (12); 

 
(12) Un vaso rojo oval de terracotta / un vaso oval rojo de terracotta 

‘A RED OVAL vase/OVAL RED vase of terracota’ 
 
The second observation pertains to relative or non-intersective adjectives, that is, adjectives 
whose denotation is a) either context dependent (a small elephant ¹ a small animal; but 
see Kamp & Partee 1994 for a reanalysis of these adjectives as intersective) or b) whose 
denotation modifies a subpart of the noun as opposed to the entire referent (a good lawyer 
=good in their role as a lawyer ¹ a good person). These include: size, age, speed, value, 
and behavioral property adjectives. Relative adjectives can only be combined in 
coordinated structures or following an intersective adjective (13);  

 
(13) El libro viejo *(y) amarillo/ el libro amarillo viejo  

‘The old *(and) yellow book / the YELLOW OLD book’ 
 
The third observation is about extreme property adjectives; these always appear at the end 
of an adjective sequence (14): 
 
(14) El libro grande maravilloso / *El libro maravilloso grande  

‘The BIG WONDERFUL book/ *The WONDERFUL BIG book’ 
 

The fourth observation is about relational adjectives (i.e., denominal adjectives), which are 
known to maintain strict adjacency with the noun (15-16). These adjectives are compatible 
with further modification  by qualitative adjectives (15) or with those adverbial adjectives 
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that can appear postnominally (16). Note that, for Demonte (1999 a;b) adjectives of 
nationality would fall under the category of relational adjectives 
 
(15) La mesa presidencial ancha / *la mesa ancha presidencial  

‘The PRESIDENTIAL WIDE table/*The WIDE PRESIDENTIAL table’ 
 

(16) Un masaje cardíaco largo / *un masaje largo cardíaco 
‘A CARDIAC LONG massage/*A LONG CARDIAC massage’ 

 
These properties integrated together give us the ordering in (17): 

 
(17) N >  Rel  > other classes   > extreme property 
 
 Sánchez (2018) argues that even these rules are too strict; Spanish allows for stacking 
without ordering, as shown by the possibility of various permutations in (18).  
 
(18) a. Una [[[bolsa roja] grande] peruana] 

b.  Una [[[bolsa roja] peruana] grande] 
c.  Una [[[bolsa grande] roja] peruana] 
d.  Una [[[bolsa grande] peruana] roja] 
e.  Una [[[bolsa peruana] grande] roja] 
f.  Una [[[bolsa peruana] roja] grande] 
‘A big red Peruvian bag.’ 
 

 As shown by the grammaticality of the various alternations in (18), multiple 
permutations of color, size and nationality adjectives are available in the language. These 
are all acceptable but possibly not equally preferred across speakers (see Fábregas 2017).  

We summarize the AORs proposed by these authors in (19):  
 
(19) Proposed AORs 

Cinque (2010):   
N > Relational >Nationality > Color > Shape > Size > Value  
 

Demonte(1999 a,b): 
N > Relational > Intersective (Color/Shape) > Nonintersective > Extreme property  
 (Non-intersective: Size, Age, Speed, Value, Behavioural property) 
 
Sánchez (1996, 2018): Color~Size~Nationality (no significant ordering predicted)  

 
 To put the issue simply: What is the evidence available for adjective ordering in 
Spanish? Do we find evidence for a privileged position for relational adjectives, a point of 
general consensus? Do we find evidence for a broad level distinction between intersective 
and non-intersective adjectives, a point of agreement between Cinque (2010) and Demonte 
(1999)? Furthermore, do we find evidence for narrow ordering among intersective classes 
(nationality/color/shape) (Cinque 2010), or not (Sánchez 2018; Demonte 1999a,b)? 
Finally, is there an ordering within the non-intersective classes? Cinque predicts size to 
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precede value, whereas Demonte suggest these two classes cannot co-occur unless linked 
by coordination. Empirical evidence is needed to compare these various proposals for 
Spanish. We extracted a set of pair-wise predictions about relative ordering in Spanish, 
given the main lexical classes discussed. Our approach is to extract frequencies from a 
natural language corpus, in order to test the statistical validity of each ordering pair 
independently. 
 
(20) Predictions 

H1: Proximity of relational adjectives hypothesis 
Relational  >  Everything else (Demonte 1999a,b;Cinque 2010) 
 

H2:  Intersectivity hypothesis 
Intersective  >  Non-Intersective (Demonte 1999a,b;Cinque 2010) 

   
H3: Internal ordering of intersective classes hypothesis  

Nationality >  Color/Shape (Demonte 1999a,b; Cinque 2010) 
Color   >  Shape (Cinque 2010) 

 
H4:   Ordering within the non-intersective classes: restrictions on size and value 

a. Size > Value  (Cinque 2010) 
b. Size and value are in complementary distribution (Demonte 1999a,b) 

 
 We also propose to expand the empirical scope of the existing discussion in Spanish 
AORs. Points of variation in the literature above concern post-nominal sequences of 
adjectives (henceforth noun-adjective-adjective or NAA). This is reasonable given that 
postnominal adjectives are considered the unmarked case in Spanish. However, Spanish 
also offers an alternative source of evidence: adjective-noun-adjective (ANA) sequences. 
To exploit this data, we must adopt the assumption that the two orderings are related 
derivationally.  In a Cinque-type derivation, if the proposed roll-up movement that gives 
rise to mirror-image order stops at one adjective, one predicts that the prenominal adjective 
in ANA sequences, which is further from the nominal head in terms of scope, corresponds 
to the second adjective in NAA sequences.  Let us call these A1 and A2. If this is correct, 
an A2NA1 sequence would be a structural alternative to  NA1A2.  In what follows, to unify 
the ordering across structure types, we will refer to adjective types as an ordered pair were 
(A, B)  denotes a structure where type A is the hierarchically closest adjective (A1) to a 
noun, and B denotes the structurally further position (A2).   The derivation is represented 
in (21). 
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(21)  Roll-up movement derivation of two-adjective sequences 

If this assumption is correct, both types of sequences can serve as evidence about ordering 
restrictions. ANA sequences are quite common in general, but they are not explicitly 
considered in the literature. Our intuition is that certain combinations of modifier adjectives 
work better in the configuration where the Noun is interpolated between the two modifiers. 
Some speakers prefer (22b) over (22a). 
 
(22) a.  Una granja avícola próspera (NAA) 

b.  Una próspera granja avícola (ANA) 
 ‘A prosperous poultry farm’ 
 
In the next section, we assess the proposals for adjective order in Spanish on the basis of 
corpus data. Three separate analyses were conducted, two for NAA orders and one for 
ANA. 
 
4. Study 
 
4.1 Data  
 To examine semantic restrictions that explain preferred adjective ordering in Spanish, 
we initially extracted 816 NAA constructions of oral origin from the Genre/Historical 
Corpus del Español. A second round of searches extracted 2599 noun-adjective-adjective 
(NAA) sequences and 3499 adjective-noun-adjective (ANA) sequences found in the 2012 
Google Ngram Corpus. The Genre/Historical Corpus del Español compiles over 100 
million words from over 20,000 Spanish texts from the 1200s to the 1900s. Data from the 
1900s is divided amongst spoken, fiction, newspaper and academic genres. The Google 
Ngram Corpus uses the contents of books digitalized on the platform from 1800 to present 
(divided by language) and outputs clusters of words and phrases (i.e., ngrams) and their 
usage frequency over time. The part-of-speech coding of these two corpora allowed for 
automated extraction of NAA and ANA sequences. To extract data from the Google Ngram 
Corpus we imported the readline_google_store function from the Python library ‘google 
ngram downloader 4.0.1’ (https://pypi.org/project/google-ngram-downloader/). The 
function allowed us to individually analyzes 5-gram files and download the relevant 
sequences. Unlike the Corpus del Español, the Google Ngram Corpus is limited insofar as 
the contextual information available; ngrams are obtained via collocation (i.e. they do not 
reference the semantics) and 3-gram or 5-gram databases are available. We used the 5-
gram database to better assess the validity of the string and optimize search results. For the 
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Corpus del Español, we extracted data using the Keyword in Context (KWIC) search 
function to identify NAA sequences of oral origin.  
 
4.2  Methods 
 For the Corpus del Español, we filtered out sequences not in Spanish (most notably in 
English), as well as sequences in Spanish containing grammatical categories misclassified 
as adjectives in the corpus. These included names (Rosa), prepositions (fracciones 
partidistas junto ‘partisan fractions together’, a sangre fría ‘on cold blood’) and adverbial 
phrases (cabeza mejor aireada ‘better aired head’, más crédito directo ‘more direct credit’). 
We similarly excluded secondary predicates where the adjective did not refer to the 
preceding noun (te levantas al día siguiente fuerte ‘You wake up strong the next day’) and 
cases that constituted clear instances of reduced relative clauses (horarios respectivos 
fijados ‘respective set schedules’), buen resultado obtenido ‘good results obtained’). We 
also removed compounds, including noun-adjective (sistema nervioso central ‘central 
nervous system’, primer ministro británico ‘British prime-minister) and adjective-
adjective (matrimonios mal avenidos ‘Ill-suited marriages’) compounds. Additionally, we 
filtered out sequences containing repeating adjectives (ejemplo típico típico ‘A typical 
typical example’), sequences that were proper names (Fondo Monetario Internacional 
‘International Monetary Fund’, Baja Edad Media ‘Lower Middle Age’), and sequences 
that contained NAA constructions as a proper subset of longer sequences of multiple 
modifying adjectives (distintos pasos superiores diferentes ‘distinct superior different 
steps’, gran población andaluz compuesta ‘great composite andalusian population’). After 
this selection process, 663 NAA sequences remained from the Corpus del Español.  
 For the Google Ngram Corpus, we also filtered out sequences not in Spanish (again, 
most notably tokens containing words in English) and sequences in Spanish containing 
grammatical categories misclassified as adjectives. In addition to the misclassified 
categories found in the Corpus del Español, we found misclassified disjunctions (fondos 
públicos o, ‘Public fonds or…’ o delito cometido ‘Or crime committed) and verbs (ojos 
verdes brillan ‘green eyes shine’, izar bandera blanca ‘raise (a) white flag’).  These were 
filtered out, along with sequences containing nonsense syllables (c co co co co). The 
filtering process left us with 1008 NAA and 1214 ANA constructions from the Google 
Ngram Corpus.  
 The remaining sequences were analyzed as follows. Each adjective was classed 
according to the notionally based semantic typology presented in Table 1. We relied on the 
semantic classes in Cinque’s (2010) hierarchy as a point of departure for our typology. We 
expanded this basic typology to include the categories physical property and human 
propensity from Dixon (1982). We further subdivided the category human propensity into 
internal state, behavioral property and physical state following Blackwell (2005) and 
Tribushinina et al (2014). In our typology, we also included a number of additional 
categories proposed by these authors such as: age, physical property, time and ordinals (cf. 
Blackwell, 2005; Tribushinina et al., 2014). Finally, we added a number of categories that 
proved to be frequent in our data, manner, place, possessive, and modal adjectives. We also 
counted quantifiers such as varios ‘several', which have an adjectival distribution.   
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Table 1. Adjective classification 

 
Category Examples 
Relational industrial, celular, gubernamental, senatorial, pesquera, sedera, 

microscópico, publicitario, pendular,  monocromático, radial, silábico, 
argumental, constitucional 
‘industrial, cellular, governmental, senatorial, fish-related, silk-related, 
microscopic, publicity-related, pendular, monochrome, radial, syllabic, 
argumental, constitutional’ 

Origin canadiense, español, mediterráneo 
‘Canadian, Spanish, Mediterranean’ 

Color rojo, verde, amarillo 
‘red, green, yellow’ 

Age joven, nuevo, viejo 
‘young, new, old’ 

Internal State bravo, loco, feliz, miedoso, asustado, contento, seguro (de si mismo), ansioso, 
callado 
‘brave, crazy, happy, fearful, scared, glad, (self)-assured’, anxious, quiet’ 

Behavioral Property chistoso, salvaje, cuidadoso, travieso 
‘funny, wild, careful, mischievous’ 

Physical State enfermo, cansado, borracho, mareado, muerto 
‘sick, tired, drunk, dizzy, dead’ 

Physical Property liso, seco, pegajoso,  áspero, abierto, cerrado, apretado, roto, dulce, salado, 
amargo, monótono, ruidoso, silencioso, suave, oscuro, liviano, claro, rápido, 
lento, caliente, frío, congelado 
‘straight, dry, sticky, rough, open, closed, tight, torn, sweet, salty, bitter, 
monotonous, noisy, silent, soft, dark, light, clear, fast, slow, hot, cold, frozen’ 

Shape redondo, cuadrado, recto, plano 
‘round, square, straight, flat’ 

Size grande, pequeño, alto, bajo, gruesa, delgado, flaco, gordo 
‘big, small, tall, short, thick, slim, skinny, fat’ 

Value lindo, bonito, divertido, bueno, malo, terrible, excelente 
‘pretty, beautiful, fun, good, bad, terrible, excellent’ 

Time  previa, anterior, siguiente, próximo, sucesivo, preliminar, permanente, nuevo 
‘previous, preceding, following, next, successive, preliminary, permanent, 
new’ 

Quantifiers distinta, similar, específico, determinado, varios, suficiente, única, mínimo 
‘distinct, similar, specific, determined, various, sufficient, unique (only), 
minimal’ 

Manner periódico, repetida, habitual, constante, diario, infrecuente, cotidiano, 
intenso 
‘periodical, repeated, habitual, constant, daily, infrequent, quotidian, intense’ 

Place  cercano, adyacente, contiguo, inmediato, distante, alejado, apartado 
‘near, adjacent, contiguous, immediate, distant, far, far-away’ 

Ordinal  primarias, secundarias 
‘first, secondary’ 

Possessive nuestra, propia 
‘ours, proper’ 

Modal posible, probable, presunto, futuro 
‘possible, probable, alleged, future’ 
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 Some adjectives corresponded to more than one semantic class in our hierarchy. 
Therefore, lexical classification involved a certain degree of context dependence, as many 
adjectives are polysemous, and their polysemy cuts across classes. Physical properties or 
states often shift into evaluative senses (grande can mean ‘large’ or ‘possessing greatness’; 
the boundary between shape and size is blurry: gordo ‘fat’ can refer to either roundedness 
or heftiness). Often the classification depends on the modified noun (cf., paso rápido ‘fast 
pace’, and  carro rápido ‘fast car’, where the adjective corresponds to manner and physical 
property, respectively).  It is not known whether such shifts affect relative ordering in 
adjectival sequences, but there is extensive literature on adjective polysemy in the context 
of prenominal/postnominal adjectives (Fábregas 2017). Adjectives whose ambiguity was 
evident at the level of lexical distribution  were assigned a semantic class according to the 
noun they modified. For example, the adjective mayor may refer to a person’s age, i.e., 
‘elderly’, or may it be quantificational as in ‘greater’. The adjective mayor was coded as 
an age adjective in cases such as (23), but as a quantifier in (24).  
 
(23) Personas mayores dependientes  

‘OLDER DEPENDENT persons’ 
 

(24) Mayor tiempo posible  
‘Greater time possible’  
 

 Some adjectives can be classified as value only in relation to the noun they modify (e.g., 
sana ‘healthy’, in finanzas públicas sanas ‘Healthy public finances’. Yet others are 
classified as value independently of the noun in question (e.j. círculo central favorable). A 
lexical approach meant only the later were classified as value. For this reason, adjectives 
whose polysemy could only be established on the basis of the noun they modified were 
coded according to their most basic lexical classification. Two native speaker authors 
completed the classification. The coding procedure included identification of doubtful 
cases which were then subsequently resolved by agreement between the two coders.  For 
the Corpus del Español, about a fourth of the data was coded jointly by two coders.  For 
the second stage of the project, with the Google Ngram data, we recoded 5% of the data to 
calculate interrater classification. Reliability was relatively low (78% for NAA and 83% 
for ANA). This underscores how the high degree of contextual dependency affects the 
classification procedure, and casts doubt on current feasibility of full automation of 
adjective classification. For instance, in (25a) informativo could either be a 
relational adjective if we interpret it as 'educational' or a value adjective with the reading 
'informative'. Similarly for (25b)  azorado could either be interpreted as a behavioral state 
in the sense of  'embarassed' or a behavioral property as in 'flustered'.  
 
(25) a. material informativo específico   ‘specific informational material’ 

b. pequeño cuerpo azorado    ‘small flustered body’ 
 
Beyond the problem of ambiguity, a more complex issue arises: the indeterminacy in what 
counts as intersective vs. non intersective among these lexically defined subtypes.  We 
implement the distinction as below, while recognizing many potential problems; for 
instance, is sticky intersective or not?  A sticky glue is certainly not the same as a sticky 
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table?  Other similar objections have been raised in the semantic literature (McNally 2016).  
While recognizing these issues, we propose the following implementation of the 
distinction, for the purpose of evaluating the intersectivity hypothesis: 
 
(26)   Intersective   >  Non-Intersective 

 Color    Size 
 Shape    Value 
 Place    Behav Property 
 Phys Property   Internal State 
 Nationality   Age 
 Origin    Time 
 Poss    Modal/Adv 
 Relational   Quant 
     Manner 
     Ordinal 
     Phys State  

 
 
 
4.3 Results  
 Relational adjectives were by far the most common type. They are overwhelmingly the 
type attested in first position. Because they are so frequent, the most common pairings 
consisted of a relational adjective followed by a subsequent contiguous relational adjective 
(280 tokens, 27% of the total data in the Ngram corpus; and 148 tokens, 22% of the Corpus 
data) other pairings emerge. Tables 2 and 3 show the frequencies of different pairings of 
NAA sequences attested in the Corpus del Español and the Google Ngram dataset, 
respectively, ordered by frequency of the pairing.  Order listed in these tables is from the 
most to the least frequent, and the relative frequency of the dominant ordering is reported.  
 To evaluate the robustness of the dominant order for the various pairings of different 
adjective types, we further examined the proportion of orders where Type A precedes Type 
B. This analysis was limited to pairings with a frequency higher than 6 tokens.2 Pairings 
were classified as categorical, biased or in free variation. Pairings were classified as 
categorical if the frequency of the order was more than 95% of the total frequency of the 
pairing (A,B) or biased if the frequency of the order was between 75% and 95% of the total 
frequency (Table 2). Less than 75% of an order was considered close to chance and 
classified as in free variation. We then calculated the probability of finding such 
distribution (i.e., the relative frequency of the ordering obtained, as compared to chance). 
Using the binomial test, we estimated the probability of obtaining at least the frequency of 
the ordering AB  in a sample of the size equal to the total frequency of (A,B) on the null 
hypothesis that either the ordering AB or BA were equally likely (p=0.5). We used a 5% 
significance level. 
 Relational adjectives were overwhelmingly closest to the noun. For all corresponding 
pairings across the two NAA datasets, the position of the relational adjective closest to the 
noun was either biased or categorical; this is so for relational adjectives paired with 

 
2 Setting alpha at the 0.01 level, for n=7 (p=0.5) the binomial test becomes significant (p = 0.007). Therefore 
any frequency < 6 could be a result of chance, and not reported here.   
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adjectives of origin, value, time, manner, place, physical property and quantifiers.  The 
only exception to this generalization was the order of relational and physical state 
adjectives. However, for relational and physical state adjectives differences occurred across 
NAA corpora; free variation was attested in the Corpus del Español, but relationals were 
categorically in 1st position in the Google Ngram data. A number of additional pairings 
emerged that were only attested in a single data set. AORs attested in the Google Ngram 
data include adjectives of nationality/origin, which were biased to appear closer to the noun 
than adjectives of time, and color adjectives which categorically noun adjacent compared 
to adjectives expressing physical property. Free variation was attested for manner-value 
and quantifier-value pairings. For the Corpus del Español, additional pairings included 
relational adjectives, which were biased to appear before adjectives of size but in free 
variation with ordinal adjectives, and adjectives of nationality/origin, which were biased to 
occur before value adjectives. However, this latter contrast did not achieve significance.  It 
is important to note that relational > physical state is categorical for NAA Google Ngram 
corpus, despite being in free variation in the Corpus del Español. 
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Table 2. Frequencies of different pairings attested for NA1A2, Corpus dataset, ordered by percentage of 
total data. 

 
Pairing   
A1 + A2 

n         (% 
total)  

Main 
order 
Frequency  

Examples of main 
order 
(fully linear 
glosses) 

Counterexamples Type 

Relational 
+ Value 

153 
(23.08%) 

94.77% círculo central 
favorable ‘CIRCLE 
CENTRAL 
FAVORABLE’ 

etapas difíciles 
económicas ‘STAGES 
DIFFICULT ECONOMIC’ 

Biased 
(***) 

Relational 
+  
Quantifier 

59 
(8.90%) 

84.75% caso clínico 
específico ‘CASE 
CLINICAL SPECIFIC’ 

reforma completa 
psicológica ‘REFORM 
COMPLETE 
PSYCHOLOGICAL’ 

Biased (***) 

Relational 
+ 
Manner 

45 
(6.79%) 

86.67% comunicación 
política intensa 
‘COMMUNICATION 
POLITICAL INTENSE’ 

orden riguroso alfabético 
‘ORDER RIGOROUS 
ALPHABETICAL’ 

Biased (***) 

Relational 
+ 
Origin 

45 
(6.79%) 

88.89% repúblicas 
democráticas 
americanas 
‘REPUBLICS 
DEMOCRATIC 
AMERICAN’ 

literatura francesa 
medieval ‘LITERATURE 
FRENCH MEDIEVAL’ 

Biased (***) 

Relational 
+ Time 

36 
(5.43%) 

86.11% problema personal 
anterior ‘PROBLEM 
PERSONAL 
PREVIOUS’ 

tendencias modernas 
psicológicas ‘TENDENCIES 
MODERN PSYCHOLOGICAL’ 

Biased (***) 

Relational
+ Size 

20 
(3.02%) 

85% reforma fiscal 
amplia ‘REFORM 
FISCAL WIDE’ 

valor grande commercial 
‘VALUE BIG COMMERCIAL’ 

Biased (**) 

Relational 
+ 
Physical 
Property 

15 
(2.26%) 

100% trabajadora social 
firme ‘WORKER 
SOCIAL FIRM’ 

------------------ Categorical 
(***) 

Relational 
+ Place 

14 
(2.11%) 

85.71% ciudades deportivas 
cercanas ‘CITIES 
SPORTS CLOSE’ 

procesos internos sociales 
‘PROCESSES INTERNAL 
SOCIAL’ 

Biased  
(**) 

Relational 
+ Ordinal 

12 
(1.81%) 

58.33% clase social baja 
‘CLASS SOCIAL 
LOW’ 

enseñanza primaria 
elemental ‘TEACHING 
PRIMARY ELEMENTAL’ 

Free 
variation 
(n.s.)  

Relational 
+ Physical 
State 

11 
(1.66%) 

72.73% materia orgánica 
líquida ‘MATERIAL 
ORGANIC LIQUID’ 

cuerpo desnudo masculine 
‘BODY NAKED MASCULINE’ 

Free 
variation 
(n.s.) 

Origin + 
Value 

9 
(1.36%) 

77.78% sandwiches 
alemanes deliciosos 
‘SANDWICHES 
GERMAN 
DELICIOUS’ 

literatura oficial soviética 
‘LITERATURE OFFICIAL 
SOVIET’ 

Biased  
(n.s.)  

Significance codes: p>.05 (n.s.);  p< .01 (*); p <.05 (**),  p<.001 (***) 
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Table 3. Frequencies of different pairings attested for NA1A2, Google Ngram dataset, ordered by 
percentage of total data. 

 
Pairing   
A1 + A2 

n  
(% total)  

Main 
order 
Frequency  

Examples of main 
order 
(fully linear glosses) 

Counterexamples Type 

Relational 
+ Origin 

165 
(16.37%) 

96.36% vida pública chilena 
‘LIFE PUBLIC CHILEAN’ 

filosofía europea 
moderna ‘PHILOSOPHY 
EUROPEAN MODERN’ 

Categorical 
(***) 

Relational 
+  
Value 

93 
(9.23%) 

92.47% fuerza humana capaz 
‘FORCE HUMAN 
CAPABLE’ 

poder supremo político 
‘POWER SUPREME 
POLITICAL’ 

Biased  
(***) 

Relational 
+ 
Quantifier 

79 
(7.84%) 

86.08% espacio geográfico 
determinado ‘SPACE 
GEOGRAPHICAL 
DETERMINED’ 

frente único 
revolucionario ‘FRONT 
UNIQUE 
REVOLUTIONARY’ 

Biased  
(***) 

Relational 
+ 
Time 

69 
(6.85%) 

97.1% prestaciones anuales 
perpetuas ‘LOANS 
ANNUAL PERPETUAL’ 

presidente interino 
constitucional 
‘PRESIDENT INTERIM 
CONSTITUTIONAL’ 

Categorical 
(***) 

Relational 
+ Manner 

54 
(5.36%) 

87.04% aislamiento celular 
continuo ‘ISOLATION 
CELLULAR 
CONTINUOUS’ 

facultad discrecional 
administrativa ‘FACULTY 
DISCRETIONARY 
ADMINISTRATIVE’ 

Biased  
(***) 

Relational+ 
Place 

33 
(3.27%) 

90.9% orden público interno 
‘ORDER PUBLIC 
INTERNAL’ 

ahorro interno nacional 
‘SAVINGS INTERNAL 
NATIONAL’ 

Biased  
(***) 

Origin + 
Time 

32 
(3.17%) 

87.5% narrativa 
hispanoamericana 
actual ‘NARRATIVE 
LATIN AMERICAN 
ACTUAL’ 

arquitectura 
contemporánea mexicana 
‘ARCHITECTURE 
CONTEMPORARY 
MEXICAN’ 

Biased  
(***) 

Relational 
+ Physical 
Property 

23 
(2.28%) 

86.96% piso térmico cálido 
‘FLOOR THERMAL 
WARM’ 

bosque seco tropical 
‘FOREST DRY TROPICAL’ 

Biased  
(**) 

Quantifier 
+ Value 

10 
(0.99%) 

60% base determinada 
ventajosa ‘BASE 
DETERMINED 
ADVANTAGEOUS’ 

urgencia notoria 
calificada ‘URGENCY 
NOTORIOUS QUALIFIED’ 

Free 
variation 
(n.s.)  

Color + 
Physical 
Property 

9 
(0.89%) 

100% color amarillo brillante 
‘COLOR YELLOW 
BRIGHT’ 

------------------ Categorical 
(**)  

Manner + 
Value 

9 
(0.89%) 

55.56% efectos redistributivos 
importantes ‘EFFECTS 
REDISTRIBUTIVE 
IMPORTANT’ 

pasos importantes 
preliminares ‘STEPS 
IMPORTANT 
PRELIMINARY’ 

Free 
variation 
(n.s.)  

Relational 
+ Physical 
State 

7 
(0.69%) 

100% gobierno democrático 
estable ‘GOVERNMENT 
DEMOCRATIC STABLE’ 

------------------ Categorical 
(**) 

Significance codes: p>.05 (n.s.);  p< .01 (*); p <.05 (**),  p<.001 (***) 
 
    In sum, the two NAA analyses found clear support for the status of relational adjectives, 
which were either categorically adjacent to the noun or strongly biased.  The findings of 
each analysis are summarized in (27) and (28): 
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(27) NAA Corpus del Español 

Categorical: Rel >Phys Property 
Significantly Biased: Rel >Value/Quantifier/Manner/Origin/Time/Size/Place 
Free variation: Rel & Ordinal, Rel & Phys State 
Biased but non-significant: Origin>Value 
 

(28) NAA Google Ngram 
Categorical: Rel >Origin/Time/Phys State; Color > Phys Property 
Significantly Biased: Rel> Value/Quant/Manner/Place/Phys Property; 
Origin>Time 
Free variation: Quant & Value; Manner & Value 

  
The ANA data from the Google Ngram Corpus was comparatively richer in terms of 
adjective pairings. Table 4 reports 26 class combinations that were robust enough for 
statistical evaluation, compared to the 11 and 12 distinct pairings in the Corpus del Español 
and Google Ngram NAA data sets, respectively. The pairings that were attested in the NAA 
data received further support here.  Recall that the proposed equivalence between the two 
configurations is that the second adjective in a NAA sequence corresponds to the 
prenominal adjective of the ANA sequence.  
 

Table 4. Frequencies of different pairings attested for A2NA1, Google Ngram dataset, 
ordered by percentage of total data, examples, and type of distribution. 

 
Pairing   
A1 + A2 

n  
(% total)  

Main order 
Frequency  

Examples of main 
order 
(fully linear glosses) 

Counterexamples Type 

Relational + 
Value 

205 
(16.89%) 

100% buenos hábitos 
morales ‘GOOD 
HABITS MORAL’ 

------------------ Categorical 
(***) 

Relational + 
Size 

153 
(12.61%) 

99.35% magno sismo 
religioso ‘GREAT 
EARTHQUAKE 
RELIGIOUS’ 

famoso río grande 
‘FAMOUS RIVER BIG’ 

Categorical 
(***) 

Relational + 
Quantifier 

118 
(9.72%) 

95.76% distinto régimen 
social ‘DISTINCT 
REGIME SOCIAL’ 

temporal estado total 
‘TEMPORARY STATE 
TOTAL’ 

Categorical 
(***) 

Relational + 
Age 

70 
(5.77%) 

100% antiguas formaciones 
económicas ‘ANCIENT 
FORMATIONS 
ECONOMICAL’ 

------------------ Categorical 
(***) 

Relational + 
Time 

66 
(5.44%) 

98.48% próximo año 
económico ‘NEXT 
YEAR ECONOMIC’ 

burgués jardincillo 
moderno ‘BOURGEOIS 
GARDEN MODERN’ 

Categorical 
(***) 

Relational+ 
Manner 

55 
(4.53%) 

100% naciente movimiento 
obrero ‘NASCENT 
MOVEMENT WORKER’ 

------------------ Categorical 
(***) 

Relational + 
Physical 
Property 

48 
(3.95%) 

100% clara voluntad política 
‘CLEAR WILL 
POLITICAL’ 

------------------ Categorical 
(***) 
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Relational + 
Ordinal 

46 
(3.79%) 

100% primera potencia 
marítima ‘FIRST 
POWER MARITIME’ 

------------------ Categorical 
(***) 

Modal + 
Quantifier 

33 
(2.72%) 

100% mayor cantidad 
posible ‘LARGEST 
QUANTITY POSSIBLE’ 

------------------ Categorical 
(***) 

Origin + 
Value 

26 
(2.14%) 

100% inmundo oro francés 
‘UNCLEAN GOLD 
FRENCH’ 

------------------ Categorical 
(***)  

Value + 
Quantifier 

17 
(1.4%) 

76.47% menor resultado 
positivo ‘LEAST 
RESULT POSITIVE’ 

flagrantes sucesos 
similares ‘FLAGRANT 
EVENTS SIMILAR’ 

Biased (**) 

Manner + 
Value 

13 
(1.07%) 

92.31% excelentes filósofos 
prácticos ‘EXCELLENT 
PHILOSOPHERS 
PRACTICAL’ 

frecuentes motivos 
irracionales 
‘FREQUENT MOTIVES 
IRRATIONAL’ 

Biased (**) 

Origin + 
Size 

13 
(1.07%) 

100% pequeñas empresas 
mexicanas ‘SMALL 
COMPANIES MEXICAN’ 

------------------ Categorical 
(***) 

Value + 
Ordinal 

12 
(0.99%) 

83.33% primera ley 
fundamental ‘FIRST 
LAW FUNDAMENTAL’ 

mejor actor 
secundario ‘BEST 
ACTOR SECONDARY’ 

Biased (**) 

Value + 
Time 

12 
(0.99%) 

50% previo concepto 
favorable ‘PREVIOUS 
CONCEPT 
FAVORABLE’ 

mejores habilistas 
modernos ‘BEST 
HABILISTS MODERN’ 

Free 
variation 
(n.s.)  

Color + 
Physical 
Property 

11 
(0.91%) 

63.64% húmedo pardo 
grisáceo ‘HUMID 
BROWN GRAYISH’ 

negro terciopelo 
silencioso ‘BLACK 
VELVET SILENT’ 

Free 
variation 
(n.s.) 

Physical 
Property + 
Size 

11 
(0.91%) 

100% gran vaso lleno ‘BIG 
CUP FULL’ 

------------------ Categorical 
(***) 

Origin + 
Time 

11 
(0.91%) 

100% moderna literatura 
mexicana ‘MODERN 
LITERATURE 
MEXICAN’ 

----------------- Categorical 
(***) 

Origin + Age 10 
(0.82%) 

100% joven narrativa 
panameña ‘YOUNG 
NARRATIVE 
PANAMANIAN’ 

------------------ Categorical 
(***) 

Relational + 
Physical 
State 

10 
(0.82%) 

100% pura verdad histórica 
‘PURE TRUTH 
HISTORICAL’ 

------------------ Categorical 
(***) 

Color + 
Value 

9 
(0.74%) 

88.89% hermoso color negro 
‘BEAUTIFUL COLOR 
BLACK’ 

blancas figuras 
pintorescas ‘WHITE 
FIGURES 
PICTURESQUE’ 

Biased (**) 

Modal + 
Value 

8 
(0.66%) 

87.5% mejor modo posible 
‘BEST MANNER 
POSSIBLE’ 

posibles efectos 
negativos ‘POSSIBLE 
EFFECTS NEGATIVE’ 

Biased (**) 

Relational + 
Possessive 

8 
(0.66%) 

100% vuestra vida civil 
‘YOUR LIFE CIVIL’ 

------------------ Categorical 
(**)  

Origin + 
Ordinal 

7 
(0.58%) 

100% segunda guerra 
europea ‘SECOND 
WAR EUROPEAN’ 

------------------ Categorical 
(**) 
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Physical 
Property + 
Value 

7 
(0.58%) 

85.71% riquísimos campos 
regados ‘VERY RICH 
FIELDS WATERED’ 

fuerte carga negativa 
‘STRONG CHARGE 
NEGATIVE’ 

Biased (n.s.) 

Quantifier + 
Size 

7 
(0.58%) 

100% gran diferencia 
existente ‘BIG 
DIFFERENCE 
EXISTING’ 

------------------ Categorical 
(**) 

Significance codes: p>.05 (n.s.);  p< .01 (*); p <.05 (**),  p<.001 (***) 
 
 
 Pairings that were also attested in the NAA data for the both the Google Ngram Corpus 
and the Corpus del Español,  are consistent with the observations in the ANA corpus (29). 
Table 4 provides further support for the claim that relational adjectives are categorically 
closer to the noun.  The evidence here also shows that relational adjectives were 
categorically closer to the noun (i.e. in post-nominal position) in the ANA sequences, 
compared to adjectives of: value, time, manner, physical property, physical state, size, age, 
ordinal, possessives and quantifiers.  
 
 
(29)  ANA Google Ngram 

Categorical:   Rel>Value/Size/Quant/Age/Time/Manner/Phys Prop/Phys  
   State/Ordinal/Poss 
   Origin>Value/Size/Time/Age/Ordinal 

   Modal>Quant; Quant>Size; Physical property > size  
Significantly Biased:  Value>Quant/Ordinal; Manner>Value; Color>Value;  
   Modal >Value; 
Free variation: Value & Time; Color & Phys Property 
Biased but non-significant: Phys Property>Value 
 

The relative ordering for adjectives of national origin and time are also consistent across 
ANA and NAA, as shown by (30) and (31):  
 
(30) ANA:  moderna literatura Mexicana  (Time + N + Origin)  (Origin > Time) 

MODERN LITERATURE MEXICAN 
 

(31) NAA: iglesia española contemporánea  (N+ Origin +Time)  (Origin>Time) 
CHURCH SPANISH CONTEMPORARY 

Nationality adjectives were categorically closer to the noun in the ANA data and biased to 
appear closer to the noun in the NAA data extracted from the Google Ngram Corpus. 
Similar findings hold for relational and size adjective; in the ANA data the relational 
adjectives categorically appeared in first position (closest to the noun), whereas in the NAA 
data from the Corpus del Español this was the biased ordering, as in (32)-(33).  
 
(32) ANA:  magno sismo religioso (Size+N+Relational) 

GREAT EARTHQUAKE RELIGIOUS 
(33) NAA:  reforma fiscal amplia (N+Relational+Size)  (Relational>Size) 
                        REFORM FISCAL WIDE 
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 Two pairings that appear as in free variation in the NAA datasets (albeit with low 
frequency) showed stricter order in the ANA dataset. This was so for relational-ordinal 
pairings, which was shown as categorically ordered in the ANA data, but in free variation 
in the Corpus del Español, and manner-value pairings which were biased in the ANA data, 
but showed free variation in the NAA Google Ngram data. A single pairing went in the 
opposite direction; color adjectives categorically appeared before physical property 
adjectives in the NAA Google Ngram data, but occurred in free variation in the ANA data.  
 Possessives also emerged as an additional category restricted to second position with 
respect to relational adjectives. A number of restrictions involving value adjectives also 
emerged. Value adjectives appeared closer to the noun than ordinals (biased) and 
quantifiers (biased), but further from the noun than color (biased) and modal (categorical). 
These additional biased ordering restrictions for ANA sequences are compatible with an 
extended hierarchy, but were not actually attested (or represented in sufficiently robust 
quantities to allow evaluation) in either of the NAA datasets. Figures 1 and 2 visually 
synthesize these ordering trends. 
 
 
Corpus, NA1A2 Google, NA1A2 

 

 

Figure 1. Ordering trends identified in the NAA sequences 
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Figure 2. Ordering trends identified in the ANA sequences (Google, A2NA1) 
 
 
5.  Discussion 
 Our data on sequences of two postnominal adjectives show that relational adjectives 
maintain strict adjacency to the noun. Most pairings including a relational adjective that 
were frequent enough for evaluation had either a biased or a categorical distribution. Two 
exceptions were physical state and ordinals, which appeared in free variation with 
relational adjectives in the Corpus dataset.  From the few counterexamples we are forced 
to consider the possibility of compounding interfering in the classification (Enseñanza 
primaria ‘Elementary education’, cuerpo desnudo ‘naked body’, piso térmico ‘termal 
floor’). However, relational and physical state show the expected ordering in the NAA 
Google Ngram data set. We thus note that the present analysis supports the privileged status 
of relational adjectives.  
 One other significant ordering restriction justified by the NAA data sets is the ordering 
of color and physical properties.  Color adjectives appear to categorically precede physical 
properties. This observation can be thus subsumed under the intersectivity hypothesis. We 
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also found non-significant evidence for a bias for origin to precede value, which is 
compatible with the intersectivity hypothesis. 
 We next consider evidence from the alternative configuration ANA, with the head noun 
appearing between two adjectives, under the assumption that the prenominal adjective 
corresponds to the second adjective in a postnominal sequence of adjectives (i.e., the one 
structurally and lineally furthest from the noun). Examining this construction enriches our 
understanding of hierarchical structure within the Spanish DP.  This set of findings is 
compatible with the main result of the NAA data. 
 Relational adjectives categorically precede value, size, quantifiers, age, time, manner, 
physical properties, ordinals, physical state and possessive adjectives.  This is unsurprising, 
given that relational adjectives are restricted to postnominal position.  More interesting is 
the additional support for other ordering restrictions. Several pairings are compatible with 
the intersectivity hypothesis. First, we observe that nationality categorically precedes 
value, size, time and age.  We also find color adjectives precede value adjectives. We found 
one example in NAA ngram dataset of color and size (34), not sufficient to test the 
existence of ordering restrictions. 
 
(34)  Uvas negras inmensas  (color > size) 
  ‘Giant black grapes’ 
 
Surprisingly, intersective adjective pairings, such as color and shape did not emerge. We 
did observe some evidence of articulation within the class of non-intersective adjectives:  
Value is biased to precede ordinals, and modals categorically precede quantifiers. Another 
pair that did not emerge was size and value.  This is informative. For hypothesis 4, if size 
and value are in complementary distribution we should expect to find no tokens that 
combine their use. Indeed size and value pairings were not attested in the data. 
 In sum, the evidence shows strong support for the special position of relational 
adjectives and some support for the intersectivity hypothesis. To our surprise, the pairings 
relevant to hypothesis 3(color, shape) was too rare for evaluation. Unfortunately, these are 
the types that are relevant to assess the current questions about ordering restrictions within 
the Spanish DP. More work, possibly focusing searches on specific sets of terms, is needed 
to address this gap. 
 
 
6.  Conclusion 
 Does our evidence support strict hierarchies, as in a cartographic approach? Or is it more 
compatible with the view that the Spanish DP is more loosely structured?  Here it might be 
useful to maintain the distinction between ANA and NAA data.  After a careful assessment 
of  the evidence we concluded that the possibility that relational adjectives can be flexibly 
ordered (relative to ordinal adjectives and physical state adjectives) can be discounted. The 
relational class seems clearly privileged for hierarchical proximity to the noun. Other than 
that, we found categorical ordering where color precedes other physical properties, but not 
much else. Value adjectives are shown to be freely ordered with respect to quantifiers and 
manner adjectives.   
In the ANA dataset, we noted that value adjectives participate in several significant 
ordering pairings:  
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(35)  Hierarchically:  Nationality/color/manner/modal> Value   

Value > Quant, Ordinal 
Linearly:   Value  N  { Nationality/color/manner/modal} 

{Quant, Ordinal}   N   Value 
 

    
 One additional observation is that value adjectives seem to appear in free variation with 
adjectives of time. We also observed that value was biased (albeit non-significantly) 
towards a more distant position than physical property. This distribution is what would be 
expected under the premise that the prenominal position is linked to evaluativeness 
(Bouchard 2002, Pettibone in preparation).  Allowing for the possibility of focus movement 
within the NP (Demonte 1999, 2008), we might have to rule out (35) as evidence for strong 
ordering.  This leaves us with not much more articulation of ordering rules based on 
narrowly specified lexical classes beyond what is already captured under the intersectivity 
hypothesis.  
 Before concluding, we wish to acknowledge that our findings are subject to limitations 
inherent to our approach. First is the volume of data captured from these two corpora, which 
yielded interesting core observations but failed to adjudicate on some more refined 
hypothesis.  A much larger (and more diverse) sample would be needed to determine 
whether we actually have evidence of absence, rather than absence of evidence.  Our 
sampling was constrained in part  by  the need for human involvement in our classification 
procedure. As these corpora has been tagged in ways that can confuse Rosa, the person, 
and rosa, the color, we are not confident that there is current hope for mechanical 
implementation of the semantically sophisticated typologies. The other problem is that 
human classification was vulnerable to reliability issues,  because of the complex lexical 
and contextual demands required to implement the semantic typologies. We remain 
commited to theoretical intuitions behind the abstract typologies are well founded; this is 
merely a comment on the challenges of implementation: extending the empirical scope of 
theoretical work to natural language corpora is hard but important work. 
These limitations aside, we observe that the evidence does not lend support to a  fully 
articulated cartography of adjectival sequences in Spanish.  Instead, it is most compatible 
with a middle ground approach, where ordering arises from a few ordering restrictions 
operating over entailment-based broad classes of adjectives. 
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